
United 93 (Paul Greengrass, 2006) and Flight 93 (Peter Markle, 2006) 
 

Let’s get it clear what neither of these films ask. 

 Neither asks what it was that hit the Pentagon. 

 Neither asks what caused the World Trade Center towers to disintegrate into 

powder in the way they did, or asks why they free-fell into their own footprints. Only 

the Markle film shows the beginning of the collapse of the South Tower, which 

occurred at 9.59, seven minutes before Flight 93 crashed. 

 Neither asks why Building Seven collapsed vertically just as the Twin Towers did, 

and at 5.20 in the afternoon, even though it had only sustained minor damage that 

morning. Building Seven is indeed never mentioned in either movie. 

 

As no-one in the U.K. to whom I’ve spoken about these matters is aware of any of 

them as issues, we may say, in short, that the Blairite media’s conspiracy of silence 

about 9 / 11 will in no way be jeopardised by anyone watching the films. 

 So Tony, George, Dick, Don, and Condie – you’re still safe for the time being. 

 

   
 

The Greengrass film does query by implication why it took such a long time to get 

fighters into the air. It also shows the hijacker-pilot sticking a picture of the Capitol on 

to his joystick (as if he might not remember what it looked like). There’s heaps of 

evidence for the first, none at all for the second. No-one knows what the hijackers of 

Flight 93 were aiming at, though the Capitol is a reasonable guess. 

 Markle’s film shows a fighter in the air (armed with cannon only, saying it’s had 

no time to arm itself with Sidewinders, which is bunkum). Thus the Fox TV film, 

which is what Markle’s is, leaves the suspicion in your mind that the plane was shot 

down, whereas famous Brit docudrama director Greengrass has no fighters anywhere 

in sight, and states unambiguously by his final shot that the plane crashed as the 

passengers tried to overcome the pilot. Markle even leaves it unclear whether the 

plane’s wreckage was found (a point over which controversy rages), whereas 

Greengrass’s version leaves that a blank. 

 Both films use unknowns throughout; Greengrass uses the real air traffic 

controllers to play themselves. The actors Markle chooses to play the male passengers 

are more butch and athletic than those of Greengrass. Markle shows the suffering of 

the passengers’ relatives on the ground, Greengrass not at all. Both versions show the 

hijackers as young, sweaty, and if anything more scared than the passengers. 

 

Two very gripping 9/11 movies, both playing safer than safe. 


